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Abstract
We consider T-duality of the quasilocal black hole thermodynamics for the
three-dimensional low energy effective string theory. Quasilocal thermody-
namic variables in the first law are explicitly calculated on a general ax-
isymmetric three-dimensional black hole solution and corresponding dual one.
Physical meaning of the dual invariance of the black hole entropy is considered
in terms of the Euclidean path integral formulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T-duality implies the equivalence of two apparently very different non-linear σ-models
and their respective corresponding low energy effective theories [1]. This symmetry is de-
scribed in the context of toroidal compactifications : for d-dimensional compactifications the
T-dual transformation is an element of an infinite order discrete symmetry group O(d, d;Z)
[2]. It has been also interpreted in terms of the gauging of an isometry symmetry [3]. For
the simplest case of a single compactified dimension of radius R on the flat spacetime back-
ground, the entire physics is left unchanged under the replacement R→ α′/R provided one
also transforms the dilaton field φ → φ − log(R/√α′). Thus, geometric properties and/or
topology of the dual1 solution can in general be quite different from those of the original
solution. For example, it has been shown [4] that the dual solution of the BTZ black hole
[5] is the three-dimensional charged black string solution [6]. The BTZ black hole does not
have a curvature singularity, while the black string has a timelike singularity. Moreover, the
former is asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetime, while the latter is asymptotically flat2
In this respect it is of great interest to study behavior of physical quantities depending
on geometry of a given spacetime under the dual transformation. Horne et al. [8] have
shown that on asymptotically flat solutions, the duality of the conserved quantities defined
on asymptotic region is given in such a way that mass is unchanged, while the axion charge
and angular momentum are interchanged each other. It has been also shown that the
Hawking temperature and horizon area (viz. entropy) of black hole solutions to the low
energy effective string theory are dual invariant [9]. It is a surprising observation because
they are explicitly associated with a given spacetime geometry.
As mentioned above, asymptotic behavior of a spacetime may be changed by the dual
transformation. Thus, asymptotic flatness is in general not an appropriate assumption for
1Hereafter, we use the word ‘dual’ as only ‘T-dual’
2About the change of asymptotic geometry due to dualities, see also [7].
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the study of the duality of the physical quantities defined on a given spacetime. To avoid
this difficulty, we shall introduce a finite spatial boundary and study the duality of quasilocal
quantities irrespective of asymptotic behavior of a given spacetime. Quasilocal boundary
has been considered on several studies of gravitational systems [10 - 18]. Especially, it
has been shown that under the consideration of the quasilocal boundary, a black hole can
be consistently interpreted within the framework of the ordinary thermodynamics, i.e., the
black hole partition function is well-defined and positivity of the heat capacity is recovered.
[12, 13].
In this paper, we shall consider the duality of the quasilocal black hole thermodynamics,
explicitly the quasilocal black hole thermodynamic first law, for the three-dimensional low
energy effective string theory. For the purpose, we study the duality of quasilocal ther-
modynamic quantities as well as the black hole entropy on a general axisymmetric three-
dimensional spacetime, say a minisuperspace model [19]. We shall also consider the physical
meaning of the dual invariance of the black hole entropy in terms of the path integral for-
mulation [15, 20].
In Sect. II, the quasilocal black hole thermodynamics is briefly recapitulated. Then,
we shall study the duality of the quasilocal thermodynamic first law in Sect. III. Physical
meaning of the dual invariance of the black hole entropy is also considered in terms of the
Euclidean path integral formulation. Summary and discussions are given in Sect. IV.
II. QUASILOCAL BLACK HOLE THERMODYNAMICS
In this section, we briefly recapitulate the quasilocal black hole thermodynamics for
the three-dimensional low energy effective string theory [13, 14]. Quasilocality means that
the three-dimensional manifold M has a finite timelike spatial boundary Σr as well as two
spacelike boundaries (initial and final ones denoted by Σt′ and Σt′′ , respectively). The
boundary of Σt, which is denoted by S
r
t , is given by an intersection space of Σt and Σ
r. We
assume that Σt is orthogonal to Σ
r. The orthogonality means that on the boundary Σr, the
3
timelike unit normal ua to Σt and the spacelike unit normal n
a to Σr satisfy the relation
uana|Σr = 0. The induced metric forms defined on Σt, Σr and Srt are denoted by hab, γab
and σab, respectively.
Consider the three-dimensional low energy effective string action [6] given by
I =
1
2pi
∫
M
d3x
√−gΦ
[
R + Φ−2(∇Φ)2 − 1
12
H2 +
4
l2
]
−1
pi
∫ Σ
t′′
Σ
t′
d2x
√
hΦK − 1
pi
∫
Σr
d2x
√−γΦΘ , (1)
where (−1/2) lnΦ is the dilaton field and H denotes the three-form field strength of the
antisymmetric two-form field B. Comparing with the three-dimensional general relativity,
−l−2 can be interpreted as the negative cosmological constant Λ [4]. In boundary terms of
eq.(1), K and Θ are traces of extrinsic curvatures of Σt and Σ
r as embedded in the three-
dimensional spacetimeM , Kab = −hca∇cub and Θab = −γca∇cnb, respectively. The boundary
terms are involved such that when one applies a solution of equations motion into the action
and requires the boundary condition that field variables be fixed on the boundaries, the
action has an extremum value.
The canonical form of the action (1) becomes
I =
∫
M
d3x
[
P abh˙ab + PΦΦ˙ + P
ab
B B˙ab −NH−NaHa −Batψa
]
+
∫
Σr
dtdφ [−EN + JaNa −QaBat] , (2)
where N , Na denote the lapse function and shift vector, respectively, and H, Ha, and ψa
are the Hamiltonian, momentum, and Gauss constraints, respectively. Conjugate momenta
P ’s are given by
P ab =
δL
δh˙ab
=
√
h
2pi
[
Φ(habK −Kab)− 1
N
Φ˙hab +
1
N
N c∂cΦh
ab
]
,
PΦ =
δL
δΦ˙
=
√
h
2pi
[
2K − 2
N
Φ˙Φ−1 +
2
N
Φ−1N c∂cΦ
]
,
P abB =
δL
δB˙ab
=
√
h
4piN
Φhachbd
[
B˙cd + ∂cBdt + ∂dBtc
]
.
The integrands of boundary term in eq.(2) are interpreted as the quasilocal surface energy
density E , momentum density Ja, and axion charge density Qa [10, 13, 14] given by
4
E = −
√
σ
pi
(na∇aΦ− Φk) ,
Ja = 2
√
σ√
h
ncσadP
cd,
Qa =
2
√
σ√
h
P abB nb, (3)
where k is the trace of the extrinsic curvature as embedded in Σt, kab = −σcaDcnb, and Dc
is the covariant derivative on Σt. These quantities are called extensive variables which are
composed by intensive variables, e.g., the lapse function and shift vector.
According to the Hamilton-Jacobi type analysis, the informations of a gravitational sys-
tem with a spatial boundary are encoded on the boundary and variations of the boundary
variables determine a generating functional. Varying the action (2), the Σr boundary terms
are given by
δI|Σr =
∫
Σr
dtdφ
[
−EδN + JaδNa −QaδBat +N
(
(sab/2)δσab + YδΦ
)]
, (4)
where sab, Y are interpreted as the quasilocal surface stress density and dilaton pressure
density [10, 13, 14], respectively, defined by
sab =
√
σ
pi
[
σabnc∇cΦ + Φ[kab − σab(k − ncac)]
]
,
Y =
√
σ
pi
[
Φ−1nc∇cΦ− (k − ncac)
]
(5)
where ac = ua∇auc = N−1hac∇aN is the acceleration of the timelike unit normal uc. Note
that since our considering manifold is not the four (or higher) dimensional spacetime, but
the three-dimensional spacetime, the term of the electromotive force is not included in eq.(4)
in contrast to the case of Ref.[14]. These densities (5) appear due to the fact that we choose
the finite spatial boundary, and become zero at asymptotic region for the asymptotically
flat case.
Note that the first three terms eq.(4) involve variations of intensive variables with ex-
tensive coefficients. In this paper, it is appropriate for our purpose to choose the micro-
canonical boundary condition in which the thermodynamical extensive variables are fixed
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on the boundary [12, 14]. The microcanonical action can be obtained from the action via
the Laplace transformation as follows
Imicro = I +
∫
Σr
dtdφ [EN − JaNa +QaBat]
=
∫
M
d3x
[
P abh˙ab + PΦΦ˙ + P
ab
B B˙ab −NH−NaHa −Batψa
]
. (6)
Then, varying the microcanonical action (6), the Σr boundary terms are
δImicro|Σr =
∫
Σr
dtdφN
[
δE − ωaδJa + VaδQa + (sab/2)δσab + YδΦ
]
, (7)
where Nωa = Na and NVa = Bat.
From the path integral point of view, physical states are labeled by the boundary vari-
ables E , J a and Qa, and parameterized by the boundary metric σ and the dilaton field
Φ [15]. Thus, the entropy is statistically defined as the logarithm of the density of states
ν(E ,J , Q; σ,Φ), which is a functional of the boundary variables defined on the timelike
spatial boundary Σr. The density of states is given by tracing the microcanonical density
matrix ρm(ht′′ ,Φt′′ , Bt′′ |ht′ ,Φt′ , Bt′ ; E ,J , Q; σ,Φ) from the initial spacelike boundary Σt′ to
the final one Σt′′ as follows
ν(E ,J , Q; σ,Φ) =
∫
D[ht,Φt, Bt]ρm(ht′′ ,Φt′′ , Bt′′ |ht′ ,Φt′ , Bt′ ; E ,J , Q; σ,Φ), (8)
where the subscript ‘t’ of fields denotes that they are not the field variables on the timelike
boundary Σr, but on the spacelike hypersurface Σt. The microcanonical density matrix ρm
is given by
ρm(ht′′ ,Φt′′ , Bt′′ |ht′ ,Φt′ , Bt′ ; E ,J , Q; σ,Φ) =
∫
D[g,Φ, B]e−IEmicro[g,Φ,B], (9)
where IEmicro is the microcanonical Euclidean action obtained from the microcanonical action
(6) via the Wick rotation t → τ = it. Then the entropy of a gravitational system is given
by up to zeroth-order
S ≈ ln ν(E ,J , Q; σ,Φ) ≈ −IEmicro|cl, (10)
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where the subscript cl means that a solution to equations of motion is plugged into the
action. Assuming stationarity of the solution, the entropy (10) becomes zero. However, if it
is a black hole solution, the entropy does not vanish.
For an observer who lives on asymptotic region, all informations are accreted to the
event horizon, and the horizon can be considered as another boundary, say inner boundary.
However, it must be emphasized that the inner boundary is not a system boundary on which
the thermodynamic data must be specified [14, 15]. Then the Euclidean microcanonical
action has another boundary term as follows
IE, bhmicro = I
E
micro +
1
pi
∫
ΣrH
dτdφN
√
σ[ΦΘ− na∂aΦ], (11)
where rH denotes the horizon. As a result, the black hole entropy becomes
SBH ≈ −IE, bhmicro|cl = −
1
pi
∫
ΣrH
dτdφN
√
σ[ΦΘ− na∂aΦ]cl, (12)
where it was assumed that the black hole solution is stationary, i.e., IEmicro|cl = 0. Note that
if Φ = 1, then the expression for the black hole entropy (12) is equal to that of Ref.[21], in
which authors have evaluated the black hole entropy on the action conformally transformed
into the Einstein-Hilbert form.
Finally, for the case that a black hole is embedded into a finite cavity, the desired
thermodynamic first law can be obtained via variation of the entropy (12) [13, 14] as follows
δSBH =
∫
Sr
t
dφ β
[
δE − ωaδJa + VaδQa + (sab/2)δσab + YδΦ
]
, (13)
where β =
∫
Ndτ is the inverse temperature defined on the finite spatial boundary Σr.
III. DUALITY OF QUASILOCAL THERMODYNAMIC VARIABLES
We are now ready to study the duality of the first law of the quasilocal black hole
thermodynamics (13). First of all, consider a general axisymmetric solution to the equations
of motion of the action (1) [19], which is the form as follows
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ds2 = −N2(r)dt2 + f−2(r)dr2 + r2
[
dφ+Nφ(r)dt
]2
,
Φ = Φ(r), Bφt = Bφt(r), (14)
where all other components of the antisymmetric field Bab are zero. The horizon rH satisfies
the relation N2(rH) = 0. In the metric (14), we require the regularity of the antisymmetric
field and vanishing shift vector at the horizon as Nφ(rH) = Bφt(rH) = 0. The requirement of
vanishing shift vector at horizon is actually the same with doing a coordinate transformation
φ → φ − ΩHt on a metric including non-vanishing shift vector at horizon, where ΩH is the
angular velocity of the horizon [9]. This sustains the regularity of the antisymmetric field
at horizon under the dual transformation.
Since the metric (14) and the fields are independent of the coordinate φ, the solution has
a translational symmetry in the direction φ. Thus there exists a corresponding dual solution
by means of the dual transformation [1]
gdφφ = g
−1
φφ , g
d
φα = Bφαg
−1
φφ ,
gdαβ = gαβ − (gφαgφβ − BφαBφβ)g−1φφ ,
Bdφα = gφαg
−1
φφ , B
d
αβ = Bαβ − 2gφ[αBβ]φg−1φφ ,
Φd = gφφΦ, (15)
where α, β run over all directions except φ. After performing the dual transformation on
the solution (14), the dual one is obtained by
ds2d = −N2(r)dt2 + f−2(r)dr2 +
1
r2
[
dφ+Nφd (r)dt
]2
Φd = gφφΦ , B
d
φt = N
φ , (16)
where Nφd (r) = Bφt(r). Note that the lapse function and rr-component of the metric are
unchanged under the dual transformation. Thus the position of the horizon and the original
unit normals ua and na are unchanged under the dual transformation. On the other hand, the
shift vector and antisymmetric field are interchanged each other. It gives us an impression for
the duality of the quasilocal thermodynamic variables, i.e., the energy density is unchanged,
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while the axion charge density and the momentum density are interchanged each other.
Note that here, we set the coordinate φ to a compact one such as φ is periodically identified
φ ∼ φ+ 2pi. Then dual solutions represent the same conformal field theories [8].
Now, we shall consider the duality of the respective thermodynamic variables in the
following subsections.
A. Black Hole Entropy and Temperature
It has already been shown in Ref.[9] that the black hole entropy and temperature are
dual invariant for n-dimensional black string solutions. In this subsection, we shall reconfirm
their results with direct calculation of eq.(12) for the case of the solution (14).
The Hawking temperature TH = κH/2pi can be obtained from the relation
κ2H = −
1
2
∇aχb∇aχb
∣∣∣∣
r=rH
, (17)
where κH is the surface gravity and χ
a = ξa + ΩHζ
a is the Killing vector normal to the
horizon. ξa, ζa are the timelike and spacelike Killing vectors, respectively. Since we have
required that the shift vector at the horizon Nφ(rH) vanish, so does the angular velocity
of the horizon ΩH . The Killing vector χ
a is then equal to the timelike Killing vector ξa.
Plugging the metric (14) and its dual one (16) into (17), it can be shown that the surface
gravity is dual invariant
κH = κ
d
H =
f
2N
(N2)′
∣∣∣∣∣
r=rH
, (18)
where ′ denotes differentiation with respect to the radial coordinate r. On the other hand,
since the lapse function N is dual invariant, Tolman temperature TH/N(r) = T (r) [22],
which is red-shifted temperature from the horizon to the finite spatial boundary, as well as
the Hawking one is also dual invariant, T (r) = T (r)d.
Now, consider the black hole entropy (12). As mentioned above, the expression for the
black hole entropy (12) is a generalization of that of the Einstein gravity, which is obtained
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from the eq.(12) as we set Φ = 1. It can be also shown that the black hole entropy (12)
satisfies the perimeter law, which is the 2+1 dimensional version of the area law [5, 19], as
follows ; the extrinsic curvature Θ in the metric (14) becomes
Θ|r=rH = −f
(
N ′
N
+
1
r
)∣∣∣∣∣
r=rH
= −
(
2pi
βHN
+
f
r
)∣∣∣∣∣
r=rH
. (19)
And the divergence of the dilaton field is na∂aΦ = fΦ
′. Then, the black hole entropy
becomes
SBH ≈ −1
pi
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
√
σ
[
−2piΦ−NfβH
(
Φ
r
+ Φ′
)]
r=rH
. (20)
Since the second term in eq.(20) becomes zero because of N(rH) = 0, we finally obtain
the desired black hole entropy satisfying the perimeter law for the non-minimally coupled
gravity version [23]
SBH = 2 ·
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
√
σΦ
∣∣∣∣
r=rH
. (21)
For the dual solution (16), through similar calculation with above one, we obtain the dual
black hole entropy
SdBH = 2 ·
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
√
σdΦd
∣∣∣∣
r=rH
. (22)
Thus the same form of the perimeter law is still satisfied after the dual transformation.
Furthermore, it can be shown that the black hole entropy is dual invariant as
SBH = S
d
BH = 2 · 2pirHΦ(rH), (23)
where we used the relations Φd = gφφΦ = r
2Φ,
√
σd = 1/
√
σ = 1/r. This is always available
to all solutions with types of the minisuperspace model (14). Note that for the case of the
three-dimensional general relativity, BTZ black hole with Φ(r) = 1, the entropy (23) satisfies
the ordinary perimeter law SBH = 2 · 2pirH [5, 19, 24].
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B. Quasilocal Energy Density, Momentum Density, and Axion Charge Density
Horne et al. [8] have shown that for asymptotically flat solutions, the duality of the
conserved quantities defined on asymptotic region is given in such a way that mass is un-
changed, while the axion charge and angular momentum are interchanged each other. Let us
now examine the duality of these corresponding quasilocal densities for the minisuperspace
model (14).
From eqs.(3), (14), and (16), the quasilocal surface energy density E , momentum density
Jφ, and axion charge density Qφ and dual ones are given by
E = Ed = −f
pi
(rΦ′ + Φ),
Jφ = −Qφd = −
r3f
2piN
Φ(Nφ)′,
Qφ = −J dφ =
f
2pirN
Φ(Bφt)
′. (24)
Thus the duality of the quasilocal densities defined on the finite spatial boundary is equal
to the result of Ref.[6], i.e., the quasilocal surface energy density is unchanged, while the
momentum density and axion charge density are interchanged each other.
Note that the quasilocal energy is different from the quasilocal massM(r) [16, 17], which
is a conserved charge on evolution of spacelike surfaces, given by
M(r) =
∫
Str
dxn−2NE = −
∫
Str
dxn−2
√
σ
pi
N (na∇aΦ− Φk) . (25)
From eq.(25), according to the fact that the lapse function is unchanged under the dual
transformation, it is easily checked that the quasilocal mass is also dual invariant.
In the first law of the quasilocal black hole thermodynamics (13), since the lapse function
is unchanged, while the shift vector and antisymmetric field are interchanged under the
dual transformation in eq.(16), the quantities ωφ = NφN−1 and Vφ = BφtN
−1 are also
interchanged under the transformation. As a result, the first three terms in the first law
(13) are invariant under the dual transformation,
δE − ωφδJφ + VφδQφ = δEd − ωφd δJ dφ + V dφ δQφd . (26)
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For a noncompact spacetime, e.g., the BTZ black hole, the quasilocal quantities in (3)
are divergent at asymptotic region. Thus, for the case, one should introduce a background
spacetime in order to obtain the well-defined quasilocal quantities [10, 11, 13, 17]. The
background spacetime can be chosen such that if there is not a black hole, the quasilocal
quantities vanish. We shall give a comment about that and in Sect. IV.
C. Quasilocal Surface Stress Density and Dilaton Pressure Density
In this subsection, we study the duality of the quasilocal surface stress density sab and
dilaton pressure density Y . Existence of these quantities are originated from the fact that
we have concerned with the finite spatial boundary Σr. Actually, in the three-dimensional
case, the quasilocal surface stress density is just the ‘pressure’ on the boundary conjugate
to the perimeter 2pir [10, 13, 14].
For the case of the minisuperspace model (14), pressure terms in (13) become
(sab/2)δσab + YδΦ = fN
′
2pirN
Φδ(r2) +
f
pi
(
1 +
rN ′
N
)
δΦ
=
fN ′
2pi2N
Φδ(2pir) +
f
pi
(
1 +
rN ′
N
)
δΦ
= Pδ(perimeter) + PΦδΦ. (27)
On the other hand, from the dual metric (16), their dual forms are given by
(sabd /2)δσ
d
ab + YdδΦd =
r2f
2pi
Φ(2 +
rN ′
N
)δ
(
1
r2
)
+
f
pir2
(
1 +
rN ′
N
)
δ(Φr2)
=
rf
2pi2
Φ(2 +
rN ′
N
)δ
(
2pi
1
r
)
+
f
pir2
(
1 +
rN ′
N
)
δ(Φr2)
= Pdδ(perimeter)d + PdΦδΦd. (28)
In eqs.(27) and (28), there seems to be no conspicuous relationship between the (dilaton)
pressure (PΦ) P and the dual one (PdΦ) Pd. However, after simple calculation, it can be
easily shown that the work terms, which are the surface pressure density times the perimeter
and the dilaton pressure density times the dilaton field, are not separately invariant under
duality, but are invariant only in the above combination,
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(sabd /2)δσ
d
ab + YdδΦd =
fN ′
2pi2N
Φδ(2pir) +
f
pi
(
1 +
rN ′
N
)
δΦ
= (sab/2)δσab + YδΦ. (29)
Thus, from the point of view of the duality, the dilaton pressure density PΦ can be indeed
interpreted as a ‘pressure’ one.
As a result, from eqs.(18), (23), (26) and (29), the quasilocal black hole thermodynamic
first law (13) is invariant under the dual transformation (15). Specially, the dual invariance of
the red-shifted black hole temperature and the black hole entropy tells us that the zeroth and
the second laws of the black hole thermodynamics are not spoiled by the dual transformation.
Thus, we can say that though the thermodynamic variables are closely related to geometry
of a considered spacetime, if two different geometric spacetimes are related by the dual
transformation (15), they are described by the same black hole thermodynamics.
Before ending this section, it seems to be appropriate to comment about the physical
meaning of the dual invariance of the black hole entropy. This is the task of the next
subsection.
D. Duality on the Path Integral Formulation
Following Brown’s path integral interpretation of the black hole entropy [15], the entropy
is derived from a sum over boundary states, which are labeled by E , Ja and Qa, and pa-
rameterized by the boundary metric σ and the dilaton field Φ. Thus, from this viewpoint,
the dual invariance of the black hole entropy is the invariance according to ‘coordinate’ in-
terchange, Ja ↔ Qa, i.e., (E ,Ja, Qa) → (Ed,J da , Qad) = (E , Qa,Ja), and reparametrization,
(σ,Φ) → (σd,Φd) in phase space of the boundary states. Now, we represent this comment
with the language of the path integral formulation of [15].
Consider a stationary, non-extreme black hole which is embedded within a finite cavity,
and its event horizon is the bifurcate Killing horizon satisfying the relation
β|B = βωa|B = 0, (30)
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where ‘B’ denotes the bifurcate Killing horizon. It must be noted that the density of states
ν[E ,J , Q; σ,Φ] in eq.(8) is a functional of the extrinsic variables and the fields on the outer
boundary not the inner boundary, i.e., the Killing horizon. In addition, only the data on
the outer boundary are specified. Thus the density of outer boundary states is given by the
path integral
ν[E ,J , Q; σ,Φ] =
∫
D[EB,JB, QB, σB,ΦB]µ[σB,ΦB]ν[E ,J , Q; σ,Φ|EB,JB, QB; σB,ΦB], (31)
where µ[σB,ΦB] is the measure for the parameters of the inner boundary states. In the
steepest descents approximation, eq.(31) yields the condition that variation of the Euclidean
microcanonical action, with by the additional term lnµ with respect to EB, J Ba and QaB must
vanish
δ IE, bhmicro
∣∣∣
B
= −
∫ 2pi
0
dφβ
(
δE − ωaδJa + VaδQa + (sab/2)δσab + YδΦ
)∣∣∣∣
B
+
(
δ lnµ
δσab
δσab +
δ lnµ
δΦ
δΦ
)
B
= 0. (32)
The first two terms of the integrands in eq.(32) vanish due to the relation (30). If we
again require that the antisymmetric field Bab be regular at the bifurcate Killing horizon,
Bab|B = 0, the third term of the integrands vanishes. Finally, the last two terms should be
eliminated by variation terms of the measure factor. Then we obtain the relations
δ lnµ
δσab
∣∣∣∣∣
B
= 2piβ(sab/2)
∣∣∣
B
=
√
σΦσabnc∂cβ
∣∣∣
B
≈ 2pi√σΦσab
∣∣∣
B
,
δ lnµ
δΦ
∣∣∣∣∣
B
= 2piβY|B = 2
√
σnc∂cβ
∣∣∣
B
≈ 4pi√σ
∣∣∣
B
, (33)
where we used eqs.(5) and (18). From these relations (33), we can read off the measure
factor as
lnµ[σB,ΦB] ≈ 2
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
√
σΦ
∣∣∣∣
B
. (34)
The black hole entropy is then
SBH ≈ ln ν[E ,J , Q; σ,Φ] ≈ lnµ[σB,ΦB] ≈ 2
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
√
σΦ
∣∣∣∣
B
. (35)
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In the above equation, we can see that the perimeter law (21) is well recovered.
Now, consider the dual transformation of the black hole entropy. Since eq.(30) and the
regularity condition of the antisymmetric field are still satisfied in the dual transformation
(15) and the first three terms of the integrands in eq.(32) is dual invariant (see eq.(26)), the
relations for the measure factor (33) are again recovered in the dual transformation. Thus
the dual measure factor becomes
lnµd[σdB ,Φ
d
B] ≈ 2
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
√
σdΦd
∣∣∣∣
B
. (36)
Finally, it can be shown that the dual entropy is still satisfied the perimeter law and equal
to the original entropy for the case of the minisuperspace model (14)
SdBH ≈ lnµd[σdB ,ΦdB] ≈ 2
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
√
σdΦd
∣∣∣∣
B
≈ SBH . (37)
As a result, from the path integral viewpoint, the dual invariance of the black hole entropy
means that the measure factor of the inner boundary states for the parameters σB,ΦB is
invariant under just reparametrization, (σB,ΦB)→ (σdB,ΦdB) . Actually, the reparametriza-
tion invariance is a common event. Thus, according to the above interpretation, the dual
invariance of black hole entropy seems to be quite natural.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS
We have considered the duality of the quasilocal black hole thermodynamics, specifically
the first law of the quasilocal black hole thermodynamics (13). Motivation of this work is
originated from the fact that the T-dual transformation (15) may change the asymptotic
behavior of a spacetime. Thus the assumption of the asymptotic flatness is unavailable in
the context of the dual transformation. To avoid this difficulty, it is appropriate for the
study of the duality of the black hole thermodynamics to introduce the quasilocal boundary.
It has been shown that the black hole entropy is obtained in terms of the extrinsic
curvature in a form similar to that in [21], in which the authors used the conformally
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transformed Einstein-Hilbert action. This expression satisfies a version of the area law that
is relevant to the three-dimensional, non-minimally coupled gravity. Ii has been also shown
that the Hawking temperature and the black hole entropy are dual invariant, respectively.
In addition, the Tolman temperature, which is redshifted temperature from the horizon to
the spatial boundary is also dual invariant.
On the other hand, the duality of the quasilocal surface energy density E , momentum
density Ja, and axion charge density Qa, which are the quasilocal thermodynamic extensive
variables in the thermodynamic first law, is equal to the result of Ref.[8]; the energy density
is unchanged, while the momentum density and charge density are interchanged each other
under the dual transformation.
Since we have considered a quasilocal boundary, the work terms have appeared in the
first law (13), which are given by the quasilocal pressure densities times the variations
of corresponding conjugate variables ; in our case, the surface pressure density times the
variation of perimeter and the dilaton pressure density times the variation of dilaton field.
It has been shown that the pressure densities do not have any well-defined dual behavior,
however, the combination of the work terms is still dual invariant.
The above observations turn out that the first law of the quasilocal black hole thermo-
dynamics is dual invariant. In addition, according to the fact that the Tolman temperature
and black hole entropy are dual invariant, the zeroth and the second laws are also dual
invariant. As a result, though the thermodynamic variables are closely related to geometry
of a spacetime, if two different geometric spacetimes are related by the dual transformation,
they are described by the same black hole thermodynamics. Furthermore, this dual invari-
ance is irrelevant of the asymptotic behavior of the spacetimes, e.g., one is asymptotically
flat and the other asymptotically anti-de Sitter.
On the other hand, we have also considered the dual invariance of the black hole entropy
in terms of the Euclidean path integral formulation. Through this analysis, one can deeply
understand a physical meaning of the dual invariance as follows; the dual invariance of the
black hole entropy is just the invariance of the ‘coordinate’ interchange, Ja ↔ Qa, i.e.,
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(E ,Ja, Qa) → (Ed,J da , Qad) = (E , Qa,Ja) and the reparametrization, (σ,Φ) → (σd,Φd), in
the phase space of the boundary states. In short, the measure factor of the inner boundary
states for the parameters σB,ΦB is invariant under reparametrization. Thus, in the context
of the path integral formalism, the dual invariance of the black hole entropy is quite natural.
For a noncompact geometry, the quasilocal quantities in eqs.(3) and (5) are not well
defined in the limit r → ∞, i.e., divergent. However, the unexpected divergence can be
naturally eliminated by introducing a reference background spacetime with an action I0
and being defined a physical action as Ip ≡ I − I0 [10, 11]. Then, the physical quasilocal
thermodynamic variables are given as subtracting those of the reference background from
the prescribed ones. In the case, the duality of the physical asymptotic thermodynamic
variables as well as quasilocal ones is the same figure with that of our consideration in this
paper. Thus it can be confirmed that the black hole thermodynamics in asymptotic region
on the noncompact geometry is still dual invariant [18].
Recently, constant curvature black holes, n-dimensional generalizations of the BTZ black
hole, and its thermodynamics has been carefully studied [25, 26]. Particularly, the black
hole has an unusual property in the black hole thermodynamics such as the black hole
entropy is not given by the outer horizon instead inner horizon [25] or depends on the size
of the quasilocal surface [26]. As mentioned above, the duality transformation drastically
changes the geometry of a spacetime. Thus, one may inquire as to how the entropy behaves
under such a transformation. It would be interesting to study the duality of black hole
thermodynamics for n-dimensional constant curvature black holes.
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